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When Did Six Sigma Stop Being a Statistical Measure?

Joe Schofield
5' an di a N ati o n a I La b ora to ri es

The tern Six Sigma is wide! used as an approachforproces.r improuement and learning. It is a disciplined, structured, data-

diuen melhodology to soluingproblems. Along the path to popularifl, Six .|tgnta /ost its nteaning as a statistica/ measure and

instead inhented the meaning af nerell another medsllrement program. OrganiTations that intend to enp/a1, Six Stgma ought

to consider which defnition of six sigma is their larget: a process improuement approach, or a statistical measure for uaia-
tion. This afticle explores the signtfcance of the dffirences between six signta and .Six .ltgma. Read on y''yu dare.

]f/i:il,i'\#,:'tri::f '::,{x:r;;
China cost? And when did Six Sigma
become something other than a statistical
notion? Or have you not noticed that the
term Six Sig*o no longer means a statistica/
measurefor aariation? For every org nrzat:.on
that attempts to use six sigma as a statisti-
cal measure of process improvement,
three other org nrzatLons use it merely to
describe a process improvement effort.
Most of these organizations have no
intention of using six sigma statisticalll',
but it likely impresses the folks highet up
in the food chain.

Affixing lean to the term, as in Lean
Six Sigma 0-SS), is curtently an institu-
tional silver bullet. Do not feel left out if
you have not been exposed to LSS; one
Internet search found only about 125,000
LSS-related sites, but more than 1.7 mil-
lion sites for Six Sigma. Very few of these
sites advocate six sigma's statistical mean-
ing, contributing to the miscommunica-
tion regarding Six Sigma processes.

As with most trendy initiatives, LSS

has it own status symbols: green belts,
black belts, and an assortment of colors
and variattons depending on the accredit-
ing organrz^tlon. In addition, LSS has a
lexicon, words like kaizen, kaikaku, kan-
ban (y.r, there are more than just k
words). There is one more Japanese word
that the LSS industry m y have forgotten:
tt ts muda, or the word for waste. Without
applying statistical measurement, organi-
zatrons m^y be wasting their process
improvement resources.

The application of LSS m^y bring
numerous weil-intended results, including
defect reduction, work in progress reduc-
tion, cycle time reduction, cost savings,
fewer hand-offs and queues, minimized
changeovet time, workload level-ing, and
more. Organizaaons in pursuit of process
improvement 

^re 
often well-advised to

consider LSS to diagnose, improve, and
measufe their processes.

Motorola Corporation gets much of

the credit for populartzing Six Sigma and
the phrase 3.4 defects per million - the battle
cr,rr 6f the Six Sigma rvodd. Simp\, re-stat-
ed, Six Sigma has come to be synonymous
with no more than 3.4 defects per million
opportunities (DPN{O). An opportuniry
might be defined as a ke),stroke or 

^mouse click, depending on whether the
process being measured is developing
software or writing an article.

Often, the value 3.4 DPN{O is fol-
lowed with a footnote or an asterisk; the
fine print t1picall1. ignored. Six Sigma pro-
ponents claim that the 3.4 DPMO is the
long-term process performance after the
occurrence of a sigma shtft. The stgna shift
is a 1.5 sigma difference from 6 to 4.5
sigma performance. The underlying
assumption is that short-term perfor-
mance (of say 6 sigma) is really 4.5 sigma
in the long term as entropy sets in. Sigma
shift translates to more defects per million
* 1,700 times more. Statistical 6 sigma is
not 3.4 DPMO, it is actually 2 DPBO; that
is defects per billion opportunities, a differ-
ence factor of 1,700.

Did you just get a sense of uneasiness?
Remember that most companies claiming
the use of six sigma for process improve-
ment are not using either of these statisti-
cal values; they are merely targeting their
processes for measured improvement.

\What if performance improved over
time, though, in contrast to being subject
to entropy? A sigma shift for better would
be a 7.5 sigma process. A 7.5 sigma
process would have three defects per hun-
dred triilion (3.1 DPhTO [Schofield nota-
tionl).

While a 7.5 sigma process seems an
unreasonable expectation, at this rate the
commetciai airline industry would
encounter a fatal event every 17,500 years,
U.S. highways would incur 23 deaths per
year instead of 40,000, and three deaths
per annum would be rcahzed from pre-
scription defects instead of 7,000.

But a 7.5 sigma performance is not
unteasonable in the computing wodd.

Consider for a moment a teraflop machine
that operates at one trillion floating point
operations Per second. In a mere 100 sec-

onds, three defects u'ould be generated.
Within orle 1re21, 1,246,080 defects would
be generated.

It gets worse. Within the next year (or
so) the petaflop machine will be released.
A machine operating at that speed could
genefate ovef mofe than one billion
defects per )'ear if operating at 7.5 sigma.
Do you feel more unease? Do not get pre-
maturely paranoid - a petaflop machine is

unlikely to appeaf on your desktop an1-
time soon.

Fortunatel1., hardware performs far
more reliablv than the sigma levels just
described suggest, but that does not appl),
to software. Software defects cost the U.S.

economy almost $60 billion 
^ ,ye^t [1]. Of

course, software defects are not limited to
software. Auto companies such as BNI$
DaimletChtysler, Mitsubishi, and Volvo
have all experienced software-related
product malfunctions (defects) that
include engine stalls, wiping interval ptob-
lems, gauge illumination defects, and
transmission gear errors l2]. Software
technicians in Panama were charged with
murder after 2l patients died from gamma
ralr s\rsr4.ses in lust 40 months 13]. Sottl',
no sigma levels reieased. And ys1, 62 per-
cent of polled org nrz^ttons lack a soft-
ware qualit), assurance group [4].

Practicing statistical something sigma rs

an industry best practice. The Sofrware
Engineering Institute's Capability Maturiq.
Model@ Integration recognizes the rele-
vance of measufements and anal1.sis brt
placing it prominently 25 a Level 2 Process
Area in its staged representation. Later in
the model, there is the need to identifl
assignable and common cause variation at
maturiq' Levels 4 and 5, respectively.

So when did statistrcal notions become
ambiguous with words like Lean and Six
Sigma? Perhaps org^nz^trons should raise
an alert when the term six sigma is used to
inr.estigate its contextual alignment with
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expectations, visions, and goals. Perhaps,
too, the process improvement initiative
will have an increased like[hood of suc-
cess - regardless of what it is called.

Conclusion
Given the abundance of qualitf improve-
ment and Six Srgma tools available to
organizations toda,r', incorporating six
sigma measurements might not be that
difficult - if the otga.nlzatton chooses ro
do so. For instance, brainstorming tech-
niques for current state weaknesses could
be validatecl with statistical data (perhaps
not to a six sigma threshold, but the intro-
duction of an,y statistical validation on
root cause analysis might provide relevant
insight into rveaknesses). Root causes list-
ed on cause and effect (Fishbone) dia-
grams could similady be vaLidated u'ith
statistical data collection. Process flow
maps could use the distribution of a sta-
tistical sample in assigning hands-on and
queue time measurements. Each of these
uses of statistics would begin to reintro-
duce the use of quantitative measures into
the Six Sigma movement, perhaps leading
to the reemergence of six sigma quality
thresholds.

Mark Twain probablv was not thinking
about Six Sigma w-hen he described the

three q,'pes of lies as lies, darned lies (para-
phrased), and statistics, but his quote
seems apropos given how Six Sigma pro-
ponents use six sigma todali, Six Sigma
should be reserved for, well, six sigma per-
formance - a statistical measure for vufla-
tion. Maybe then quality will translare to
fewer product recalls, lower costs will
mean that costs are decreased, and six
sigma performance wil1 equate to tu/o
defects per billion - mavbe that is asking
too much. Distinguishing between sratisri-
cally measured performance and mea-
sured performance can help assess the
true progress of an impror.ement effort.
When apph,'ing Six Sigma for process
improvement, do not leave out the six
sigma.a
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